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I) Introduction
A growing trend the European continent has experienced is the constant increase in
the diffusion of Powered Two-Wheelers (PTWs) as an alternative or complementary
mean of undertaking personal transport. Scooters, mopeds and motorbikes are now
more than a common sight on all categories of roads, their popularity having
considerably increased, especially within the urban environment, due to a number of
factors.
The popularity of these vehicles means that infrastructure needs to be built,
maintained and upgraded taking into consideration the different needs of these types
of users. The very often terrible consequences of accidents involving PTWs are a
constant reminder that, much too often, infrastructure is not designed to ensure the
maximum possible levels of safety for motorcycles and mopeds.
There is hence a need to propose innovative solutions and to implement the already
existing ones so that PTWs enjoy increasing levels of safety on European
infrastructure. Europe is starting to take note of the problem, with European
Commission Vice-President Antonio Tajani stating that “the problem of motorcycles
must be tackled head on, as it represents 17% of deaths on the road “1.
With PTWs users suffering from high levels of risk, it is necessary for all the actors
involved to start a reflection on the problem and define shared solutions which will
help reduce the number of powered two-wheeler fatalities on European roads and set
our continent back on track towards reaching the ambitious goal of reducing the
number of road-related fatalities to 25,0002.

II) PTWs in the real world
In 2007 more than 2.4 million PTWs were registered in the EU 27, a number which is
increasing every year after having reached a peak in 1999 and suffered a slump in
the following years3. There are currently an estimated 33 million PTWs in circulation
in the EU 27 countries, from small 50cc mopeds to powerful motorcycles. These
represent about 14% of the entire European
private vehicle fleet (cars and PTWs only),
but they account for around 17% of the
fatalities.
This disproportion between the participation
to traffic and the level of fatal accidents is a
direct consequence of the vulnerability of
PTW users. Aside from the helmet and
protective clothing, in fact, riders do not
benefit from a hard shell to protect them
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during a collision and, furthermore, they are not physically bound to their vehicle,
resulting in accidents where they are propelled at high velocity against fixed or
moving objects. This means that, in case of an accident, motorcyclists can suffer
severe and frequently fatal injuries, even at relatively low speeds.
According to a study financed by the European Commission4, the most frequent
collision is between a PTW and a passenger car, accounting for 60% of the cases
examined. Following this type of accident is the collision between the PTW and the
infrastructure, with 9% of occurrences. In this latter case it is important to analyse the
factors which caused the loss of control of the PTW, those which contributed to the
rider not being able to recover the situation and ultimately those which influenced the
severity of the resulting crash.

III) The dynamics of PTW collisions
Powered two-wheelers are involved in accidents with infrastructure which are of two
distinct kinds and which need to be evaluated separately to determine possible
remedial measures for each. Broadly speaking we can either have a case where the
PTW impacts the barrier or roadside object whilst the rider is still operating the
vehicle or the situation where rider and vehicle have become separated beforehand
and are both sliding along the surface towards the obstacle.
Some studies point out to a prevalence of impacts with road restraint systems
occurring whilst rider and PTW are still together5, in which case the rider is projected
forward by its own momentum over and above the barrier. These types of accidents
have notoriously difficult consequences to predict, as the severity of the injuries
occurring to the rider depends almost exclusively on the design of the road and on
the roadside furniture present on the spot.
A rider might, in fact, be cushioned by a soft
landing over grass or he might be severely injured
by impacting with a post/fence or any other hard
object present nearby. The relative impossibility to
anticipate the consequences to the rider of this
type of accidents or to mitigate its consequences
lead us to the next broad typology of PTW and infrastructure collisions: the one
where the rider and the vehicle have become separated and, whilst sliding, impact
the roadside furniture.

“Infrastructure should
be forgiving the rider if
he makes a mistake”

This type of accident has particularly severe consequences when the rider, having
become dislodged from the PTW, impacts a road restraint system (when present)
which has not been particularly designed nor tested to this end.
Improvements ought hence to be concentrated on addressing the underlying causes
which generated the loss of control of the PTW by the rider and also on mitigating as
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much as possible the consequences of accidents. Infrastructure should be “forgiving”
the rider if he makes a mistake, allowing for sufficient recovery time & space and
eventually being able to cope with a possible accident.

IV) Safer road engineering
Preventing loss of control of a PTW and mitigating the consequences of the possible
accident are two areas where infrastructure has a key role to play. Through better
roads it is possible to avoid altogether accidents that would otherwise cause serious
injuries on PTW riders.
Prevention
Losing control of a PTW can be due to a number of different
causes, many of which dig their roots in the infrastructure pillar.
Road aspects such as manholes, for instance, need to be
designed, installed and maintained bearing into consideration the
fact that the vehicles going over them can also have only 2
wheels and hence a reduced grip on the surface. In a similar way,
the prevention of potholes through regular maintenance work is
also essential for PTW riders, as the road surface needs to be in
excellent condition to guarantee a maximum level of security. Furthermore certain
aggregates and dust in excess can lead to a road surface becoming slippery and
have disastrous consequences for the PTW rider. Road sweepers should be
employed to regularly clean the road surface. In general lack of maintenance is an
unacceptable threat to all road users, often turning the infrastructure in a deadly trap
for all type of users.
Similarly road infrastructure operators or road authorities need to ensure a good level
and quality in the road markings, which become of considerable importance when
dealing with PTW. Road Horizontal Markings, in fact, contribute to delineating the
road for the user, giving him an image of the infrastructure in the metres ahead of
him. Markings which are in pristine condition and which offer a good degree of
reflectivity in night conditions help the rider “read” the road and plan his speed and
attitude beforehand. Road markings need also to have good anti-skid properties, to
avoid PTWs losing grip and sliding, especially in wet conditions. Regular audits with
on-board apparatus should be done by the infrastructure operator/road administration
in order to ensure that the anti-skid properties are high enough and always above the
minimum standard.
The use of speed calming measures, such as speed bumps, needs also to be
taken into consideration when designing an infrastructure which needs to guarantee
the safety of all its users. Despite some criticism, speed calming measures have
proven an effective deterrent against excess speed, which is one of the contributing
factors to accident causation and one of the main factors in accident severity. Careful
engineering however needs to ensure that these modifications of the roadbed are not
presenting a hazard to users operating vehicles with less than four wheels. Variable
message signs can also act as a speed calming measure in that they can warn the
5

PTW rider that an upcoming section of the infrastructure (a curve or a series of
curves) is of hazardous nature for particular categories of users, recommending him
to adapt his speed accordingly.
Infrastructure can also pose a threat to PTW users because it makes it harder for
other road users to spot them. The problem of roadside clutter means that too many
signs can be obscuring the view of the motorist. In such a case the PTW user can be
hidden from view by large or numerous roadsigns, leading to a high risk of impact
with another vehicle user. A good balance between the necessity to communicate to
the rider through vertical signs and avoiding a visual “blind spot” for other users is to
be sought.
Mitigation
Once the PTW user has lost control of his vehicle the accident can have
consequences which vary very much depending on what type (if any) of road
restraint system is installed on that particular road section. As mentioned
beforehand, in fact, some of the most serious PTW accidents happen when the rider,
sliding on the roadbed, passes under
the
road
restraint
system,
simultaneously impacting with one of
its supporting posts.
Although additional research still
needs to be conducted in the impact
behaviour and injury patterns arising
from the sliding PTW rider, it is
noteworthy to mention that industry
solutions are already present from
manufacturers which prevent the
specific occurrence of the rider sliding
partially under a system without changing the overall properties of the barrier. These
motorcyclist-friendly road restraint systems run closer to the ground (often with a
double band) and are designed and tested to minimise the risk to the sliding
PTW rider, preventing him from going under the barrier and impacting its support
posts, whilst at the same time cushioning his slide to minimise the risk of sustaining
severe or fatal injuries.
Additionally the road infrastructure needs to be designed taking into consideration
all the possible accident scenarios, maximising its safety for all types of users.
This might entail more distance between the roadside and any object (post / sign) to
leave space for users to attempt to regain control of their vehicle or to have them
impact any object at a lower speed. Roads and roadsides need to be friendly
environments which allow the normal operation of infrastructure yet become
“forgiving” once an individual makes a mistake while operating a vehicle.
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Prevention

Mitigation

Manholes
Road Design (self explaining roads)
Maintenance
Road Horizontal Markings
Speed Calming Measures
Roadside Clutter
Regular Audits
Sweeping Excess Material
Better Signalisation

Road Restraint Systems (RRS)
Road Design (forgiving roads)

V) A challenge for all
It is of paramount importance that actions be undertaken to improve the safety of
PTW users on road infrastructure, an effort which will require the involvement at all
levels of society of users, federations, local and national legislators, the European
institutions, manufacturers and all those other stakeholders wishing to lend their hand
to improve on the current situation. A number of different measures can be taken,
almost immediately, with very little cost, if any, but which will yield enormous
improvements in the safety of PTW users.
Training & Awareness
Powered two-wheeler drivers need to be constantly aware of
the road they have ahead of them, scanning it for potential
threats in continuation. A rider needs to be conscious of his
position on the road and that of other road users, he needs to
ensure that he can be seen easily by other users, whilst at the
same time checking the road itself to spot any potential
hazard. This attitude when using a PTW, which becomes
stronger with time, needs to be instilled already from the
beginning to new users, so that they become immediately
aware of how they can potentially spot dangerous situations
and what they can do to avoid becoming involved in a road
traffic accident.
FEMA, the Federation of European Motorcyclists’ Associations, undertook a study in
19976, co-financed by the European Commission, which emphasised that initial rider
training in Europe does not meet riders’ needs. FEMA and its partners in the project,
ACEM and FIM, state that improved pre-licence training would reduce the number of
fatalities and injuries to PTW users, calling for more resources to be devoted to the
formation of powered two-wheeler riders.
6
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Similarly ACEM, the Motorcycle Industry in
Europe, launched a pan-European safety
campaign in 2008 to raise the riders’
awareness
about the potential risks
originating in the road infrastructure itself7.
Other road users also need to receive specific training to ensure they are aware of
the different characteristics of PTWs. In particular, there is a need to train drivers to
better spot PTW, as a considerable number of accidents between vehicle and PTW
are due to the former’s driver lack of perception of the latter.
Improve Infrastructure
Road infrastructure offers one of the best ways to reduce accidents and injury for
powered two-wheelers, already from the early stages of its design. Planners need to
ensure, in fact, that when the design of the road is finalised, this encompasses all the
latest safety measures for all the types of users, be it heavy good vehicles,
passenger cars or PTWs. Furthermore, the infrastructure also needs to be designed
so that it is self-explaining, as studies have demonstrated the increased risk of
accident on road sections presenting unexpected features or layout8.
It is also important that the road infrastructure is in a good overall condition, that
there are no potholes present, that manholes are level with the surrounding roadbed,
that horizontal road markings are visible and with the appropriate anti-skid, that there
is no over-abundance of vertical signs which might hide the PTW rider from other
vehicle users and that the appropriate road speed calming measures be adequate to
curb speed safely for all types of users. This way, by ensuring some simple
maintenance to our infrastructure, we are already tipping the scales in favour of users
and promoting overall safety. A good infrastructure policy is one of the essential
ingredients to improve PTW policy, as outlined by the International Transport Forum9.
When accidents do occur, however, it is then necessary to provide roads with the
latest road restraint systems studied purposefully to protect PTW users and ensure
that any other roadside object be either protected or placed sufficiently distant from
the roadside to avoid posing any threat.
New European Norms
Much has been done throughout the years to promote road safety and to ensure that
roadside furniture meet very stringent requirements, but most actions have been
concentrated towards passenger vehicles, heavy goods vehicles and pedestrian
protection. The high-frequency of fatal or near fatal accidents for powered twowheelers has brought forward a change in the situation, whereby more attention is
devoted to this particular category of users.
7
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In particular the Committee of European Normalization (CEN) has mandated the
drafting of a new part to the European Standard for road restraint systems10,
meaning that in the near future PTW users will be benefitting from roadside barriers
studies, designed and tested with their specific safety in mind.
Some European countries have already created a national standard for motorcyclist
protection, with several others in the process of doing so. It is of utmost importance
that all parties contribute towards the drafting of a common and harmonised
European Norm (hEN) which will have a single set of criteria valid from Lisbon to
Bucharest.
It is also of paramount importance that European Standards already in existence11 be
implemented effectively in all Member States to ensure the maximum safety of the
infrastructure for PTW users. Increased safety levels can already be a reality today
for all PTW users if national governments decide to take the ambitious step of
ensuring their infrastructure is planned, built and maintained taking into consideration
the needs of all users.
Raise Awareness
Campaigns need to be initiated at all levels to foster the idea of a safer infrastructure
for PTW users, ensuring that all road infrastructure users, but in particular the most
vulnerable, are provided with a road which is able to guarantee a maximum level of
safety.
National governments, associations and federations, manufacturers and the
European institutions need to join efforts to promote the idea of safe PTW use and to
conduct campaigns aimed at better training current and future PTW riders. All other
drivers also need to receive additional training and be the target of awareness
campaigns aimed at instilling a better understanding on how to better spot
motorcyclists on the road. Furthermore, there needs to be a drive aimed at pushing
governments to install roadside protection devices specifically designed to protect
PTW riders where there is a perceived risk of accidents involving this type of users
as well as ensuring that maintenance be never overlooked.
A particular role has to be played by European associations and federations, which
need to liaise with fellow transport stakeholders and, especially, the European
institutions to guarantee that the appropriate measures be taken at EU level to
protect PTW users from fatal and serious accidents.
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VI) Conclusions
This Discussion Paper has evidenced how powered two-wheelers suffer from
increased levels of risk on European road infrastructure, but that this same level can
be considerably reduced by applying simple and cost-effective infrastructure
measures which will yield immediate beneficial effects. The ERF – IRF BPC believes
it is the role of all stakeholders to promote a vision of roads which are inherently safe
for PTW riders, knowing well that regardless of any road safety initiative,
motorcycling can never be made completely risk-free.
In particular the ERF – IRF BPC calls for:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Increased levels of maintenance of European road infrastructure to ensure
that accidents are not caused by road defects which could have easily and
cheaply been fixed;
Consider the safety aspects of powered two-wheelers already at a road design
stage;
New European legislation aimed at the specific protection of vulnerable road
users and particularly PTWs;
Standards need to be revised and developed to reflect the needs of
motorcyclists, encouraging PTW-friendly design, construction and
maintenance;
A new statistical tool aimed specifically at gathering information on PTW
accidents to ascertain the different factors which play a role in real-life
conditions;
Specific road safety audits and inspections which take into consideration the
point of view of the powered two-wheeler user and assess the infrastructure’s
level of safety, as foreseen in the recent Directive on Road Infrastructure
Safety Management (2008/96/EC);
The promotion of PTW-friendly infrastructure guidelines by national
governments, as well as actions aimed at eradicating “PTW black spots”;
More campaigns at all levels to explain the role of the infrastructure, of the
rider and of the PTW and their combined relationship;
The establishment of a European Roads Agency dealing with all matters
related with road transport and especially with safety issues, a long overdue
action of the European Commission, which already boosts Agencies dealing
with Maritime and Aviation safety and specific ones focussing on rail transport
and the TEN-T.

Through simple yet effective actions we can still hope to meet the target of reducing
the number of fatalities on European roads to 25,000. Realistically this will not be
achievable by 2010, as was originally hoped, but by applying the measures
suggested in this Discussion Paper we will ensure that the final date will not be so
distant in the future.
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